GOALS OF THE ENTERTAINMENT SECTION
OF THE NEVADA STATE BAR:

I. SHORT TERM:

1. provide a forum for and unite the lawyers of Nevada who practice entertainment law so that they can get to know each other and use each other as valuable resources to grow and develop their knowledge base and business to best serve their clients.

2. provide continuing legal education for Nevada’s entertainment lawyers in the areas relevant to their practice, including content production and distribution and live events. The continuing education efforts would involve Nevada speakers as well as speakers from outside Nevada (for example, California and New York) to discuss latest legal developments and trends.

3. provide a forum for entertainment lawyers to outreach to the entertainment industry in Nevada so that the entertainment community is aware of who practices in this area and is educated on the need to hire Nevada lawyers to assist with entertainment projects in Nevada.

4. coordinate MCLE and social events with other State Bar sections to the extent that their areas of expertise is involved in the practice of entertainment law. For example, labor issues, real property issues, securities issues, intellectual property issues, internet law, advertising issues, among others may be implicated in the production and distribution of entertainment content.

5. provide a forum for coordination of Nevada’s entertainment lawyers with Nevada government agencies, such as the Film Office, Business Development office, Chamber of Commerce, Tourism Dept., etc. to encourage the development of the entertainment business in Nevada using Nevada entertainment lawyers.

II. LONG TERM:

1-5. Each of the Short Term goals stated above are also Long Term goals of the Section.

In addition:
6. provide outreach to entertainment legal professionals outside of Nevada for them to get to know the Nevada entertainment legal community and refer business to us as needed for productions or other entertainment matters in Nevada.

7. provide outreach to entertainment legal professionals outside Nevada so that there can be an exchange of speakers, ideas and business across the entertainment community nationwide.

8. provide outreach to non-legal entertainment industry professionals outside of Nevada who may be interested in bringing their entertainment work to Nevada and to Nevada entertainment lawyers.

9. provide a forum for coordination of Nevada’s entertainment lawyers with Nevada government agencies, such as the Film Office, Business Development office, Chamber of Commerce, Tourism Dept., etc. to encourage the development of the entertainment business in Nevada using Nevada entertainment lawyers.